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Now that the cost of clean/green/ renewable energy has fallen more people are choosing 
the clean option. If you were the average UK domestic customer switching to green 
electricity and at least 10% biogas (see later) you would save 745kg of CO2 – the same 
as return flights to Madrid, Frankfurt and Amsterdam or driving 4700 miles less in an 
average car*.  Purchasers of renewable energy reduce the carbon content of the 
National Grid.   Changing suppliers is easy nowadays with no chance of loss of 
supply.  

Gas This is the key area as we burn 4x more Kwh of gas than electricity on average. In 
the UK gas is almost all fossil-fuel gas, called ‘natural gas’. We can also use biomethane 
of which the UK makes about 1 million homes worth through capturing the gases from 
sewage, manure and waste organic matter through anaerobic digestion. It’s very green 
but expanding this supply massively would require new distribution infrastructure and 
more land to grow crops to feed the digesters. Some ‘100% renewables’ suppliers 
currently offer between 10% and 15 % biogas with the rest being natural gas. They then 
offset their customer’s emissions by buying into projects around the world that reduce 
carbon emissions by the same amount, thus neutralising but not reducing emissions**. 
Just one company offers 100% biomethane (Green Energy UK or GEUK). 

Carbon off-setting of gas can be done well or poorly but at best can have multiple 
benefits to the communities which the funded projects serve e. g. less deforestation, 
reduced poverty. There is usually no info on the schemes suppliers use but here are two 
https://octopus.energy/supergreen and 
https://www.ecotricity.co.uk/our-green-energy/green-gas

Electricity        Our main green energy sources are wind and solar farms. ‘100% 
renewable’ suppliers (retailers) either source power from their own or other’s energy 
farms or buy from the National Grid which is a mix of all sources including oil and gas. 
The latter is possible through the use of Renewables Certificates. 

‘Greenwashing?’: Every megawatt of renewable electricity gets a certificate from 
Ofgem guaranteeing its source. Generators earn most money by selling the power with 
the certificate but due to supply/demand fluctuations they often sell the energy to the 
National Grid and the certificates to energy suppliers. The certificates are used to show 
that an equal amount of green energy was produced as they’ve sold. Whilst this enables 
some suppliers to not over-purchase power to meet demand peaks others are selling 
National Grid energy and an equivalent value of certificates. (A Government review of 
this industry’s marketing is proposed).

As certificate-only suppliers of ‘100% renewables’ pay 30-70p for the certificate plus the 
wholesale energy price their tariffs are cheaper than those sourced from UK generators. 
As the energy they relate to has already been used they are contributing little to its 
supply or development.  European certificates are also eligible and using them avoids 
Govt. levies that support the development of UK renewables.

Some suppliers to consider 

The most climate friendly suppliers are often judged to be Green Energy, Good Energy 
and Ecotricity. 
Green Energy (GE UK) with 100% biogas and minimal use of certificated electricity 
gives most certainty of its climate benefit whilst not delivering some of the extra benefits
of the best offset schemes.
Ecotricity both offsets gas and buys in some biogas. It generates its own electricity. 
Minimal use of certificates. Income is not distributed to shareholders but used to build 
new green (and vegan) energy farms. 
Good Energy offsets gas and buys its electricity from 1600 small suppliers. Does not 
buy certificates.

https://octopus.energy/supergreen


Co-op Energy offsets gas and only buys from community-owned co-operatives which 
create local benefits.  
Octopus Energy offsets gas and guarantees its Supergreen tariff draws more than 50% 
of its power from its own electricity generation capacity.  Top for customer service 
(Which? for last 4 years and CAB in Dec. ’20). Winner of the Renewable Energy Association’s award
for ‘the company that's done the most to advance UK renewables’ for the last two years.’
For price comparison check sites e.g. Money Saving Expert, Moneysupermarket, Go 
Compare, USwitch etc

*https://www.goodenergy.co.uk/blog/2020/06/09/how-much-do-you-save-in-carbon-emissions-by-
being-a-good-energy-customer. 
** For further info on biogas and carbon offsetting see. https://bigcleanswitch.org/blog/will-green-gas-help-
climate-change/     and   https://bigcleanswitch.org/blog/should-you-be-buying-renewable-gas/  
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